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About This Content
Pyramid of Prophecy, the first expansion to Heroes of Hammerwatch, lets you explore and experience several completely new
areas in the world of Hammerwatch - far out in the desert, deep down the pyramid itself, or take your best hero to the arena and
see how long you can last!
Tons of new enemies, traps and puzzles, gameplay mechanics, items, environments, music and much more!

Features:
A brand new campaign with 3 new acts and bosses.
The new Gladiator class.
New upgrades for the town and characters.
Several new items, enemies and mechanics.
A new survival arena game mode.
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Publisher:
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Not Recommended. This game has horrible optimization, poor controlls, no tutorial, and poor design, do not buy this trash. Last
update is buggy as ♥♥♥♥
. My favorite Putt-Putt game. It's one of those games, where you get the feeling that the developers, came up with the title, and
with it had all these great ideas of how to make a Putt-Putt game centered around time traveling. The environments are all
unique and diverse as they should be. Traveling between time periods makes for fun puzzle solving experience. The randomized
puzzles add a lot of replay value to the game. The music is simply fantastic. The characters are memorable. Solid Humongous
Entertainment game. You should play it now.. quot;Red-Handed". A game with beautiful art and an interesting story. However,
it's probably too expensive for what it has to offer. It's pretty short and you can get all endings in less than 6-7 hours.
That being said, I want to recommend this game because I like Zeiva Inc and want to support them. Also, I truly liked the game
and it even made me cry. Here's a list with the pros, the cons and the neutral of this game:
Pros:
+Beautiful art.
+A plot that is at least interesting
+Decent soundtrack.
Cons:
- Pretty short for its price.
-Limited romance
-No real "happy" ending
-The characters, while likable, are not well-developed.
Neutral:
Little puzzles and riddles, similar to some previous Zeiva Inc games. I personally thought they were a nice addition, but some
people might find them pointless as they don't really seem to affect the story much.

. The Emerald Maiden Symphony of Dreams is a mix of HOG (search for items) and FROG (search for fragments of items)
from the famous game studio Artifex Mundi. The game is amazingly themed around Bioshock’s world, mixing elements and
references from the first one with the third one, and it is really well done. Graphics, video clips, dialogues, logos, items and
furniture; they really thought it out, it’s baffling. The gameplay is nice, you quickly advance through gorgeous scenes, pick up a
ton of stuff, have a ‘special pet’ (gameplay element Artifex Mundi added in some of its latest games). There are also collectables
to collect throughout the game and a lot of achievements to unlock. The music is soothing – piano is always a safe bet - and adds
a touch of melancholy which perfectly suits the world design. The story is rather good and kept me intrigued. The bonus chapter
was neat. The total length is very decent.
It’s a good Artifex Mundi and I recommend it.
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Brilliant FREE game, that trumps similar puzzle-solving games by giving you infinite solutions, and encouraging you to take
advantage of its wonkiness. The closest thing I can compare it to is the Scribblenauts series, although this isn't nearly as complex
of course.. definitley one of the best demo/teasers ive played on vr!!! i cannot wait to hear about the rest of the game, your
depth in story and immersion are fantatsic along with graphics being smooth.
only things i would add would be graphics setting, so people could improve the game if they had a high spec pc as some
charectors were a little blury, maybe sharpen the image a little but apart from that 10/10 AA++. I didn't think i'd have so much
fun with this game. I got it in the complete pack in promo and with 205 levels for just this game, it's really worth the price !!!.
This game is one of my favorites i highly recomend it!. A decent little retro platformer game that somewhat reminded me of
Kirby (you get abundant-yet-not-unlimited power of flight).
Beat in about 2.5 hours on normal mode.. Kids love this. Suitable for my 6years old. He got many WOOOW experiences.. Right
when I saw this game, I knew I would love it (what can I say, I'm a sucker for these types of games)
The puzzles took me some time but they weren't OVERLY complex, which is good
The artwork is especially amazing and the soundtrack is pretty calming (except during boss battles of course)
The characters are creative and lovable in my opinion
My only issues are that there are still quite a few glitches in the game, but I realize that those are being worked out
The voices are a bit questionable (Atto's in particular??) but I got used to it
And last of all THAT ENDING. PLEASE TELL ME THE FUTURE LEVELS ARE IN THE MAKING? I'm not a fan of
cliffhangersssssssssss...... soooo many unanswered questions hnngghh
Anyway, so ya, AMAZING atmosphere, GREAT story, puzzles and characters, and I just, highly recommend this game. For
me, it was worth every cent. pro:
second best HOMM game
childhood is back =)
Contra:
no multiplayer. This game has the greatest voice acting and dialog ever recorded by anyone ever. Outside of that, Kingpin is
truly The Worst Game Ever Made.
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